
Citations: A Vocabulary List 
 
1. Abstract: A summary of a source’s content written by the author. It is usually brief, consisting 
of only a few hundred words. Abstracts can be for individual pieces of a source, such as book 
chapters, or for the source as a whole. 

 
 
2. Annotated Bibliography: A list of citations to books, articles, documents, etc. Instead of a 
simple works cited page or reference list where each source is simply displayed in a citation, 
however, each source citation is followed by a brief descriptive and evaluative paragraph. This 
paragraph is known as the “annotation,” and is usually only about 100-150 words long. 
 

 
 
 



3. APA Format: Abbreviation for American Psychological Association. APA citation style is 
commonly used for scientific papers and courses. APA uses parenthetical in-text citations and a 
“References” list at the end of the paper to cite sources. 
 
4. Bibliography: This is a list of citations that everything you used for preparing your research 
paper. Depending on your citation style, your bibliography may be called Bibliography, Works 
Cited, or References. 
 

● The Bibliography page should be put at the end of your report. 
● The sources should be listed in alphabetical order by the author's last name. 
● The sources should include the author, title, and the other required information 

specified by the Citation Style for the particular source. 
● The first line of each entry is not indented. The second and subsequent lines are 

indented, which is called a hanging indentation. 

5. Chicago Style: The Chicago Manual of Style is a citation style commonly used in history and 
humanities courses. Chicago has two main types of citation formatting:  
(1) Notes and Bibliography (NB) 
(2) Author-Date (AD). 
 
6.  Citation: An explicit, written-out reference to a source used in a paper or project. Including 
citations in your work is very important, as they provide evidence of your argument, give credit 
to the right people, and prevent plagiarism. Citations can be done in a variety of ways and follow 
three basic formats (APA, MLA, Chicago). Always consult with your instructor on which citation 
format you should use for your paper. 
 
7. 3 em dashes ( ---) These are used in bibliographies when the author's name is repeated. 
For example: 
Johnson, Kim. The Adventures of a Librarian. New York: Holt Publishers, 2000. 
 
---. Adventures in the Library. New York: Labadie & Sons. 2010. 

The 3 em dashes would mean that the author of Adventures in the Library is Kim Johnson. It 
refers to the author directly listed above the entry. 

8. Endnotes: Endnotes are located at the end of a complete document, or sometimes at the 
end of a chapter or section. They provide additional information on points raised in the text, and 
work in conjunction with references in a bibliography. 
 

 
 
 



9. Footnotes: Footnotes are a form of citations that are located at the bottom of the page where 
the reference to the cited source was made. They are often found in Chicago and Turabian  
citation styles, but can be found in others. They are usually numbered, and contain information 
regarding the sources publisher, author, publication date, etc. 
 

 
10. Hanging Indent: A paper formatting device often used in reference lists and bibliographies. 
With a hanging indent, the second and all the following lines of a paragraph are indented more 
than the first. See your citation style manual or consult with your teacher for specific formatting 
information. 

 
11. Ibid.  
The word ibid is short for the Latin word ibidem, meaning "in the same place." When two 
consecutive notes come from the same place, the word ibid. is used for the second note. 
This saves writing the whole note out again and directs the reader to the same place that 
was just referred to in order to find the information. Ibid. is an abbreviation of a longer 
word, so it always has a period after it. 
 
Example:  

5. Nathaniel Hawthorne, The Scarlet Letter, 54. 
 

6. Ibid. 
 
 
 
 

http://www.yourdictionary.com/ibid
https://reference.yourdictionary.com/reference/other-languages/common-latin-words-and-phrases-we-use-in-english.html
https://abbreviations.yourdictionary.com/articles/rules-for-abbreviations.html


12. In-text Citation: see Parenthetical Citations or Footnotes or Endnotes.  

Example of an in-text citation 
There are two styles of in-text citation: parenthetical and numerical citations.  

Example of a parenthetical citation: 

“When this moment happened is a matter of some debate. Cosmologists have long argued over whether the 

moment of creation was 10 billion years ago or twice that or something in between” (Bryson, 2003, p. 2). 

Example of a numerical citation: 
“When this moment happened is a matter of some debate. Cosmologists have long argued over whether the 

moment of creation was 10 billion years ago or twice that or something in between.”1 

 
13. MLA Format: Abbreviation for Modern Language Association. MLA citation style is generally 
used in English and humanities courses. It uses parenthetical in-text citations and a “Works 
Cited” list at the end of a paper to link sources. It places emphasis on authorship where the 
author’s name is the first piece of information on the Works Cited page. 
 
14. Parenthetical Citations:  A writer can use a parenthetical citation to cite a source. Inside 
parentheses, these citations show the author's last name and the page number where the 
information is found. The writer would place a parenthetical citation in the passage at the end of 
the information that is being cited. With parenthetical citations, there is no comma between the 
author's last name and the page number. 

Example as used within the report: 

 

 
 
15.  Plagiarism: The act of taking the work of someone else and either passing it off as your 
own, or failing to include references to the proper sources. Plagiarism can lead to failing grades, 
and sometimes even suspension or expulsion. The easiest way to avoid plagiarism in your 
paper is to make accurate citations whenever you use information from an outside source. 
 

https://www.scribbr.com/plagiarism-checker/?scr_source=knowledgebase&scr_medium=in-text&scr_campaign=plagiarism&src_content=what+is+your+plagiarism+score


16.  References: see Bibliography. This is the name of the list of citations found in APA style. 
 
17.  Works Cited: see Bibliography. This is the name of the list of citations found in MLA style. 
 
SAMPLE APA - REFERENCES PAGE 
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SAMPLE CHICAGO NB - BIBLIOGRAPHY PAGE 
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